11.0 Access and Egress

11.1 Wider Transport Connectivity and Match Day Transport Strategy
The site is well located to take advantage of the excellent highway, public transport and active travel connections in the local
area. This section provides an overview of the transport connectivity which serves the site and summarises the Transport
Strategy for the stadium which capitalises on the site’s inherent transport links. The wider transport connectivity also
outlines the baseline transport conditions which will be available to support access to the site on non-match days.
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Figure 11.1.1 illustrates the key elements of the transport strategy and interventions.
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As detailed in the submitted Transport Assessment, it is considered that the application proposal is acceptable in transport
planning terms having regard to the statutory development plan and other material considerations. The Transport Strategy
aligns with the requirements of the UDP in managing private car usage, promoting public transport use and encouraging
active travel uptake. The Strategy has responded to the requirement of the NPPF to promote sustainable transport modes
and ensure safe and suitable access to a site.
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The Match Day Transport Strategy has been developed through assessing the capacity of the existing transport network,
including highway, walking and cycling, rail, and bus, to accommodate future demand on match days. The Transport Strategy
is focused on achieving the modal targets set for each mode, with a focus on safe and sustainable travel that will reduce the
impact on the local area.
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11.0 Access and Egress

11.1.1 Wider Transport Connectivity: Highway
TO SEFTON
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The site is well served by the city region’s highway network with the A565 Great Howard Street running to the east of the site. The
A565 is the key north-south corridor in the area that connects to the city centre and onwards to the M62, and north to the A5036
for access to the M57 and M58. The A565 connects with the A5058 (Inner-city ring road) to the north of Bramley-Moore Dock, which
provides connectivity to the wider Liverpool area.
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The site is also well placed to take advantage of the Mersey Road Tunnels for access to Wirral, Cheshire and North Wales. The tunnels
are accessed to the south east of the site, via the A59.
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Directly east of the site is Regent Road, which runs between the historic docklands of North Liverpool and the city centre. The route
terminates at Brocklebank Dock in Bootle to the north and at Bath Street in the south, linking to the A5036 The Strand running
along the city centre’s waterfront.
Both the A565 Great Howard Street and Regent Road are currently undergoing significant redevelopment as part of Liverpool City
Council’s North Liverpool Key Corridor scheme. This scheme will significantly improve connectivity of the stadium site via the
immediate highway network and via active modes such as walking and cycling.
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In addition to Regent Road and the A565, there are further north-south corridors in the area that support highway access for the
stadium. The A5038 Vauxhall Road is located east of the A565 and runs from the A5053 Leeds Street in the city centre through
inner-city suburbs such as Bootle and Kirkdale, before connecting to the A5036 in Netherton.
The A59 is the final north-south corridor in the immediate area, running from the city centre northwards to Lancashire via Switch
Island for the M57 and M58. The A59 provides connectivity to both Mersey Tunnels for access to Wirral, with the Kingsway Tunnel
providing a direct link to the M53 for regional connectivity. The A59 runs through several inner-city suburbs of Liverpool including
Walton close to Goodison Park and Aintree.
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More locally, the A5054 Boundary Street, A5055 Sandhills Lane and A5056 Bankhall Street provide the east-west connectivity that
link the site with the strategic north-south corridors that connect the City Centre to large urban settlements and the Strategic
Road Network (SRN). The minor east – west roads (including Blackstone Street immediately outside the site and Walter Street to the
south) in the area provide access to the range of industrial and commercial uses that are currently in operation in the area around
Bramley-Moore Dock.
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Figure 11.1.2 provides an overview of the local transport context which is served by the City Region’s highway and rail network.
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Figure 11.1.2: Local transport context. Source: Mott MacDonald
Figure XX: Local Context
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11.0 Access and Egress

11.1.2 Wider Transport Connectivity: Walking and Cycling
Footways in the vicinity of the proposed development are mostly above the standard 2m minimum width but some are
currently in a poor state of repair. The North Liverpool Key Corridors scheme as discussed previously is scheduled to finish
in 2020 and will deliver improvements to walking and cycling connectivity in the area as well as renewing some existing
infrastructure.
The Leeds-Liverpool Canal provides an off-route cycle route for the area, running north to Sefton. The area’s cycle infrastructure
will be enhanced further through the North Liverpool Corridor Scheme which will deliver a segregated cycleway along the
length of Regent Road. Upon completion in 2020, the route will provide a segregated cycleway connecting the City Centre to
the south, to Sefton to the north for onwards connectivity along the Sefton Coast.
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There are several walking routes from the site to key destinations including the city centre and Sandhills rail station, as
well as beyond to Bank Hall and Kirkdale rail stations. Walking routes to the local rail stations are available both on road
along routes such as the A5038 Vauxhall Road/Commercial Road and off-road along the Leeds-Liverpool Canal. For walking
connectivity to the city centre to the south, both Regent Road and the A565 Great Howard Street have footways which link
directly to the city centre. These routes will be further improved through the upgrade works which are currently underway
as part of the North Liverpool Corridor Scheme.
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Figure 11.1.3: Approximate walking times to rail stations. Source: Mott MacDonald
Figure XX: Walking Times to Rail Stations
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11.1.3 Wider Transport Connectivity: Rail
Sandhills Station is located in the Kirkdale ward of Liverpool, approximately a 10-12-minute walk from Bramley-Moore Dock. It
is situated on the Northern Line of the Merseyrail network between Moorfields and Bank Hall for services to Southport, and
between Moorfields and Kirkdale for services to Ormskirk and Kirkby. Sandhills is the closest train station to BMD, located
approximately 1 km away.
Sandhills’ direct services to Southport, Ormskirk and Kirkby provide fast and reliable access to interchange stations for
onward connectivity to Wigan, Preston and Manchester. This presents an alternative to disembarking at Liverpool Lime
Streetand changing trains and in turn demonstrates the multiple points of rail access available to Bramley-Moore Dock via
Sandhills for both local and regional journeys.
However, Liverpool Lime Street remains the central station for the City Region, offering regional and national rail connectivity
to a range of destinations across the UK. Direct services operate daily to Manchester, Manchester Airport, Newcastle via
Leeds, Wigan and Preston via St Helens, Norwich via Sheffield and Nottingham, Birmingham, and London.
This high level of rail accessibility provided by Liverpool Lime Street is interchangeable with the Merseyrail network for
services to Sandhills, via a short connecting walk or rail interchange on the Wirral Line from Liverpool Lime Street to
Liverpool Central or Moorfields.
The approximate walking times to rail stations are shown in 11.1.3
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11.0 Access and Egress

11.1.4 Wider Transport Connectivity: Bus
There are a number of bus stops in the vicinity of Bramley-Moore Dock which are served primarily by operators including
Arriva, Stagecoach and Merseytravel. Regent Road features a limited number of services which operate on weekday mornings
between South Liverpool and Liverpool Freeport, via the city centre. The A565 Great Howard Street currently features no bus
services operating along this route.
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Further east, the north-south corridors of Vauxhall Road and Scotland Road represent the primary bus corridors that serve
the site. Vauxhall Road is approximately 950 metres east of Bramley-Moore Dock with frequent services running between
Liverpool and Thornton or Netherton. These services operate approximately 2 services per hour during match times in
evenings and weekends.
Scotland Road represents the greatest service level and frequencies in the area and is approximately 1.4km from BramleyMoore Dock. A total of 25 services run along this corridor during daytime, falling to 14 during the evening. These services
run to a range of destinations from the city centre including Maghull, Kirkby, Southport, Aintree, as well as beyond the city
region to destinations including Preston and Skelmersdale.
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Pre-application discussion with bus operators have indicated that a match-day shuttle bus would be a viable service to run.
In addition, as this part of north Liverpool develops, it is anticipated that additional bus services will be run by the operators,
as demand increases.
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Figure 11.1.4: Bus Routes. Source: Mott MacDonald
Figure XX: Bus Routes
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11.2 Site Access and Transport

11.2.1 Access Constraints

This section outlines the accessibility and transport connectivity to the site via road, public transport and active travel. The
section is structured to include a review of existing access constraints to the site, a summary of the site access strategy
for match days and non-match days, and finally an overview of the wider transport serving the site, which has led to the
development of the Match Day Transport Strategy.

The main constraint to pedestrian, cycle and vehicular access to the site is the wall along Regent Road which forms the
eastern boundary of the site and is Grade II listed.

The Transport Assessment which accompanies the full planning application for Bramley-Moore Dock provides full details
relating to the Match Day Transport Strategy which is summarised within this section.
The existing arrangements are satisfactory to provide access to the site in its current use, and for non-match, non-event
day stadium use. However, the existing openings are insufficient for the crowd movement demand that will be generated on
match days / event days. To accomodate this increased demand, new openings will be created within the Dock Wall to provide
additional capacity on match / event days. There new openings will seek to mitigate the impact on the integrity of the Dock
Wall. There is no vehicular access proposed through these new openings.

Bramley-Moore Dock is currently accessed through two gated openings within the Dock Wall, located at the south east and
north east corners of the site. At the south east corner, the access comprises a turreted double gate entrance consisting of
a flanking pair of round towers and a larger central tower. At ground level the openings in the Dock Wall at the south east
corner are situated around 4.7m to either side of the central tower.
The north eastern access forms a similar layout with only the southern part of the access between the large central tower
and the southern smaller tower providing access to the site. This opening is of a similar design to the south east access and
is around 4.7m wide at ground level. The opening north of the central tower is currently closed and is under the control of
the neighbouring United Utilities plant.
The existing openings in Regent Road Wall are the sole means of access to the area’s wider transport network. The existing
openings are shown in Figure 11.2.1.

Figure 11.2.1: Existing Dock Wall openings. Source: Mott MacDonald
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11.2.2 Access Strategy

11.2.3 Servicing

11.2.4 Outside Broadcast Compound

The site access strategy has been developed having regard to relevant
development plan policies and in order to meet the varying demands that will
occur at the stadium on non-match days and across all stages of the match day
(pre-match, during-match and post-match), planned to provide safe access and
egress circulation based on the large numbers of people, particularly during
match days.

All servicing to the stadium will occur on the north side of the stadium within
internal service bays, occurring almost exclusively outside of match days. As
shown on the Vehicle Circulation section (section 11.14) below, all servicing will
enter the site through the north east gate, controlled by the security booth at
that location, and circulate anti-clock wise on a one-way loop to exit through the
south east gate. There may be specific servicing, such as the refuse truck, which
may enter and exit through the north east gate for ease of circulation, and its
circulation will be monitored by the security booth personnel to avoid conflicts
with other vehicles accessing the site.

An Outside Broadcast Compound (OBC) will be located to the south west of the
stadium. Broadcast vehicles will arrive at the site the day before match day and
will egress safely from the site once all footfall has dispersed from the site in
the post-match period. This area will be segregated from fan pedestrian traffic
during its operation on match days.

At all times, security and management staff will be present on site to guide
and advise vehicles and pedestrians as appropriate. A system of bollards and
barriers will be in place so that vehicles are confined to the appropriate routes.
Figure 11.2.2 shows the proposed site plan for Bramley-Moore Dock, identifying
the location for additional openings within the Regent Road Wall to provide the
mentioned safe access and egress. The total proposed additional opening width,
including the existing openings, will reflect the wdith available in the adjacent
streets leading to the site. This will provide the worst case scenario as once
Nelson Dock is developed fans will be able to access and egress to and from the
south of the site, as well as through the east.

Its location within the site is such to maximize clear open satelite views not
impacted by the massing of the stadium. It will provide for 2,500 square metres
of area as requested by UEFA guidlines, and surpases the requirements from the
EPL handbook.
Within the compound the intent is for the main broadcasting trucks to be in close
proximity to the Stadium to minimize cabling routes and travel distances, while
still providing with a clear access path around the site for emergency vehicles.
Further detail on the exact layout will be further studied with the media and
broadcasting groups.
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11.2.5 Parking

On match days there are two main parking areas located at the west of the site:
• A multi storey car park (MSCP) will be located within the structure of the
western stand of the stadium with capacity for 345 cars.
GENT ROAD
• WALL
A surface car park will be located to the western side of the water channel
with space for 136 cars.

Accessible parking
• Of these 481 parking spaces across the site, 70 spaces (target 14%) will be
designated accesible parking spaces. Of these 25 spaces will be within the
multi storey car park (MSCP) spread into level 01 and 02 aligning with the
stadium floor levels for an opportunity for level access from their parking
spots.
• The reminder
7.3 mof the accessible bays will be at the northern end of the
CCESS ON surface carpark, being that end the closest access to the stadium
OAD WALL• Given the height limitations within the MSCP having approximately 2.3m
headroom clearance at each level, any accessible minivan which requires
additional height will have to park on the surface parking.
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United Kingdom
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and box office. It will also be used for taxi drop
off/pick up. There are no defined
PLANNING
spaces but instead cars will be guided in by on-site security / Club staff.
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During event periods, no vehicle access will be
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and 30 minutes post event. External to both the site and stadium, as part of the
HERITAGE CONSULTANTS
security strategy, hard road closures will be in place during event periods to
KM ofHeritage
minimise vehicle movement in the crowded areas
the pedestrian approaches
72 will
Pymer's
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to mitigate Vehicle as a Weapon attacks, which
also mitigate
errant driver
SE21
8NJin sections
activity. Details of the transport and securityLondon
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be found
11.2 and 11.9 respectively in this submission. United Kingdom

T: +44 (0) 208 670 9057

Designated accessible bays will be set out to accord with BS 8300-1 figure 4 with
TRANSPORT
a standard bay of 2400mm x 4800mm with 1200mm
accessCONSULTANT
zones to either side
of the space and a marked 1200mm rear safety
zone.
Mott MacDonald

Electrical Vehicle Charging Stations
• Of the 481 total parking space 24 spaces will be for electrical charging
vehicles (target 5%)
• 10 will be within the MSCP and the reminder will be in the surface carpark
• There will be an allocation of four accessible spaces electrical charging
stations (5% of the total of accessible spaces). Two of these will be inside
the MSCP and two in the surface carpark A 5054/BLACKSTONE STREET
On match days the MSCP and western surface car park will be for the use of
supporters, club directors and guests. These spaces will require pre-booking in
advance of the match.

Ground floor, Royal Liver Building
Pier Head, Liverpool L3 1JH
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 151 482 9945
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Figure 11.2.3: Non-match day strategy. Source: Plan-it
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On non-match days the use of the MSCP and western surface car park will be for
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11.3 Non-match Day Access Strategy
Vehicular access to the small parking area on the plaza will be available via the
existing Regent Road openings at the south east corner of the site. Only visitors
to the club shop, exhibition/cultural centre, restaurants and box office will be
permitted to use this car park.
Servicing vehicles will use the existing access in the north east corner to enter
the site. For egress from the site, servicing vehicles will use the south east exit
point.
All staff and attendees to conferences and events will enter the site using the
north east access. For egress, staff and attendees will use the south east exit
point. Vehicles dropping off and picking up on the western side of the stadium
will also use the same route.
Pedestrians and cyclists will be able to use any of the Dock Wall openings to
access and egress the site. The non-match day access strategy is shown in Figure
11.3.1.
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Figure 11.3.1: Non-match day strategy. Source: Plan-it
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11.4 Match Day Access Strategy: Pre-match
A system of road closures will be in place on match days restricting movement
on surrounding streets, with further details provided in Section 11.5. As a result,
team coaches, supporter and staff vehicles will need to arrive at the site at least
one hour before kick-off. Only emergency vehicles will be permitted in and out of
the site following one hour before kick-off.
Supporter and staff vehicles will enter the site from the north east corner access.
Team coaches will enter the site via the north east corner access. Team coaches
will park within designated areas within the site.
Pedestrians will enter the site via the existing and new openings in the Dock Wall.
Cyclists will be asked to dismount before proceeding through the Dock Wall for
safety reasons. The pre-match access strategy is shown in Figure 11.4.1
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Figure 11.4.1: Match day strategy, pre-match. Source: Plan-it
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11.5 Match Day Access Strategy: During Match
With the external road closures in place, only emergency vehicles will be
permitted in and out of the site during the match. Supporter and staff vehicles
will only be permitted through the road closures in-emergency circumstances.
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Figure 11.5.1: Match day strategy, during match. Source: Plan-it
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11.6 Match Day Access Strategy: Post-match
Pedestrians will exit the site via the existing and new openings in the Dock Wall.
No vehicles will be permitted to exit any of the car parks until crowds have
dispersed from the area and it is safe for vehicles to egress. Road closures will
remain in place on the streets outside the stadium until between 40 minutes and
1 hour after the final whistle.
Supporter and staff cars and team coaches will all exit the site via the north
eastern access. All OBC vehicles will exit via the south eastern access.
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Figure 11.6.1: Match day strategy, post-match. Source: Plan-it
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11.7 Liverpool Waters Pedestrian Improvements
In future years, as Liverpool Waters to the south of the stadium is developed, new pedestrian routes towards the city centre
via Liverpool Waters will be created. Peel L&P, as the developer of Liverpool Waters are obliged to provide three north – south
pedestrian/cycle routes through the entire development site. Once provided, these would connect to Bramley-Moore Dock
providing pedestrian routes from the stadium through Liverpool Waters to Princes Dock in the south, supporting onward
connectivity to the city centre.
Therefore, although all pedestrian and vehicle access to the stadium will initially be via the Regent Road Wall when the
stadium opens, in future years new pedestrian routes from the stadium via Liverpool Waters will be available. Once these
new routes open, new studies of the pedestrian and vehicular movements are recommended in order to assess impacts on
stadium operations.
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11.8 Stadium Approach
It is anticipated that several changes to the surrounding highways will be required to accommodate the volume of
pedestrians travelling to/from the site on a match / large scale event day and associated vehicle movements. Such changes
predominantly relate to Regent Road and include lowering existing kerbs to allow coaches / HGVs to turn into the site and
the provision of a ramp from the existing cycle lane (recently installed) up to the new pavement at top-of-kerb level to
remove the additional levels change. The proposed works are identified on the plan below and will be agreed via Section 278
agreements as necessary.
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BLACKSTONE STREET
END

1

KEY

Everton FC Stadium planning boundary
Existing Dock Wall

1
P7

Proposed black bituminous surface
in the footway

K1

Road Kerb
Laid: 125mm upstand to road
Material: Light grey granite to match Waterloo Road

K2

Transition Kerb
Material: Light grey granite to match Waterloo Road

K3

Flush Kerb
Laid: Flush to adjacent surfaces
Material: Light grey granite to match Waterloo Road

2

Ramp from existing recently installed
cycle lane up to the new pavement at
top-of-kerb level

2
1

Proposed new openings in the Dock Wall

2

Kerb of build-out to be lowered

Figure 11.8.1: Proposed works Plan. Source: Plan-it
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11.9 Ten Streets Strategic Regeneration Framework (SRF)
The site is located to the west of the Ten Streets area, which is identified as an area with significant regeneration potential.
The Ten Streets Strategic Regeneration Framework (SRF) (2017) states that the stadium ‘…has the potential to have a
transformational effect on the North Docks and the framework area’ (p.54) and ‘…has the potential to facilitate rapid change,
creating a catalyst that will accelerate the redevelopment of the wider framework area’ (p.135). The SRF notes that the Ten
Streets area has the potential to support the proposed new stadium and assist in providing the connectivity and the types
of facilities required.
The Northern Gateway is an area of the SRF which is within the north-west of the SRF boundary. It is bound by Boundary
Street to the north, Walter Street to the south, Great Howard Street to the east and Regent Road to the west; BMD lies
immediately to the west of this area.
The SRF identifies the Northern Gateway as a key location for access and spill out from BMD – which is described as the
proposed location for a new football stadium – and an area which connects Ten Streets to Sandhills Station. This area is
noted as being an important regeneration opportunity, which could accommodate:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment / commercial uses;
Ancillary leisure and tourism related uses;
Ancillary retail;
Significant new public realm and public spaces;
New routes and boulevards to allow users of the sports facilities to safely move through the space; or
Ancillary uses which may be required to support the development of the new stadium.

The SRF’s Building Height Parameters plan (Figure xlix) identifies an area directly opposite BMD as only containing existing
buildings (i.e. no proposed additional development) and notes that this part of the Northern Gateway should explore
opportunities for facilitating large areas of public space.
The SRF encourages improved connections between Sandhills Station and BMD, particularly east-west pedestrian and cycle
connections. This includes the encouragement of a new boulevard / public space / plaza between Regent Road and Great
Howard Street (referred to as ‘Character Area 3’).
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11.10 The Catalytic Impact of the Stadium Development
This application acknowledges the catalytic impact the stadium development will have upon the Ten Streets SRF area as well
as the wider Liverpool Waters development. The submitted CBRE Economic Impact Assessment acknowledges and assesses
the potential catalytic impact of the BMD stadium development on the regeneration of the ‘Northern Ten Streets’ area,
defined as the area to the north of the Titanic Hotel. It is noted that speculative developers have already acquired and are
proposing to develop sites in this area on the basis of a new stadium being delivered, with land values being seen to reflect
this.
Work by Stride Treglown Architects has considered the wider context in which the stadium development would be located.
The Stride Treglown masterplan was conceived and developed to help inform the wider place-making impacts and catalytic
potential that the stadium would have on the northern Ten Streets neighbourhood. It also informed the Club’s response to
the consultation draft of the Ten Streets SRF, and many of the conclusions drawn in the SRF are similar to the principles of
the Stride Treglown masterplan.
This masterplan work is in recognition of the potential place-making effect of the stadium and a need to understand the
connections to the east of BMD, including how to make this area a key gateway to the stadium site and promote a clear sense
of arrival for visitors. Initial masterplan work indicates that the Northern Ten Streets area has the potential to deliver:
• Just under 750 residential units;
• Synergistic retail offering of a local neighbourhood scale;
• Commercial floorspace;
• Hotel provision;
• Live-work space; and
• Significant public realm.

The key benefits of this catalytic development in the Northern Ten Streets area are detailed in the CBRE Economic Impact
Assessment and include:
•
•
•
•
•

£212m in construction value and investment into the local economy;
Over 3,500 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs during the construction phase;
£171m in GVA during the construction phase;
706 new homes generating 1,700 new residents, £28m of income from new residents and £27m in GVA from related
employment; and
More than 2,000 jobs and almost £100m in GVA from the commercial developments within the Northern Ten Streets area
during operation.

The assessment concludes that the impact of these contributions is significant and demonstrates the additional value of the
new stadium and its potential for wider transformational change in the northern docks.
It should be noted that the Stride Treglown work is not being proposed as part of this planning application. The Club does
not control land outside of the red line application boundary and therefore will not be leading the delivery of development
within the Northern, or wider, Ten Streets area.

Masterplan Principles

Figure 11.10.1: The image does not reflect the final design of the stadium site or the updated Liverpool
Wasters Masterplan - [source: Stride Treglown]

Figure 11.10.2: The image does not reflect the final design of the stadium site or the updated Liverpool
Wasters Masterplan - [source: Stride Treglown]

Figure 11.10.3: The image does not reflect the final design of the stadium site or the updated Liverpool
Wasters Masterplan - [source: Stride Treglown]
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11.11 Security Strategy
The security for the New Stadium at Bramley Moore Dock (BMD) is based around a thorough understanding of both the
reviewed and agreed threats and resultant risks (and their mitigations) by Everton FC and Merseyside Police (Counter
Terrorist Team and Design Out Crime team).
The following provide a basis of design for security:
1. Access for the scheme is via Regent Road only through managed vehicle access control points (VACP). There are no
access rights through Liverpool Waters
2. Regent Road wall is a defensive structure between the New Stadium BMD plaza, stadium, Hydraulic Engine Room
(Hydraulic Tower), VACP security booth, and pop-ups/concessions located in the plaza
3. There is no access from the north via United Utilities Waste Treatment Plant or operational port (Sandon Dock to the BMD
site). Security fencing separates the New Stadium BMD from these entities
4. There is a narrow road network in the vicinity of New Stadium BMD site, however, Regent Road as a long linear road which
presents the potential for high speed traffic. For all periods, Regents Road and the BMD security line has the relevant
security mitigations, and during event periods, temporary vehicle mitigations will be in place to minimise vehicle access
and high-speed movement and permanent HVM measures for access to the BMD site.
5. It has been confirmed that the River Mersey is an inaccessible water body for a seaborne attack vector and Nelson dock
is an inaccessible waterway.
Furthermore, this report helps planners and planning applicant’s deliver the New Stadium at BMD with a compliant security
strategy with the revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), 2019, Green Guide 2018 and CPNI Counter Terrorist and
Design out Crime advice and recommendations.

During event periods, there will be limited vehicle movement within the site. Vehicles such as hospitality and team coaches
will occur, at specified times pre and post event when it is safe to do so. Pedestrian access during event periods will
be controlled through the secure line where a scalable screening/search programme will occur. Authorised vehicles once
verified will enter the site to park in the Multi Story Car Park (MSCP) and surface car park to the west of the new water
channel [during event days prior to the Hard Road up to a pre-determined time prior to kick off, and before the hard road
closures are in place and operational.
During silent hours, (when all events have concluded, cleaning and waste removal completed, including all staff having left,
the site), it will be deemed secure with no vehicle access until a pre-determined time in the normal day-to-day operations.
All active security systems will be monitored at the 24-hour Security Control Room (SCR) at Level 00 and during events, on
Level 2 at the event SCR.
The stadium security BMD will provide a safe and secure environment for staff, visitors, fans, players, hospitality members and
contractors, reducing the opportunity for all types of crime, the fear of crime and ensuring the confidentiality and privacy
of the business functions. Overall, the security strategy will be medium profile, commensurate to the level of identified risk
and the event or event periods where scalable security measures become operational based around physical, technical,
policy & procedures.
The protective threat and risk assessment provided the basis of design for the security strategic design and will progress
through to project completion in accordance with approved standards; assurance will be maintained through the identification
of security products and contractors and project man- agreement of installation.

The context against which this security element of the DAS is prepared:
•
•
•

NPPF (February 2019 - Chapter 8 (Promoting healthy and safe communities) and paragraphs 95(a)
The Stadium Green Guide – 2018 6th Edition paragraph 3.1 allowing the security design to assist with Safety and security
planning, Counter Terrorist plan, security overlay, communications and control (24/7 control room and event control
room), CCTV provision, CCTV assessment of need through the security Risk and Threat Assessment
Merseyside Police, Counter Terrorist Security Advisor (CTSA) and Design Out Crime Officer) recommendations.

The principal objective of this security DAS report is to demonstrate that all aspects of security have been given the
highest consideration and that qualified security consultants have informed the design from the earliest stages resulting
in appropriate, agreed and effective mitigation measures and strategies. The security strategy includes, but is not limited
to, pedestrian and vehicle access control, hostile vehicle mitigation measures, surveillance, intruder detection, lighting,
pedestrian and vehicle screening/validation, search as appropriate, and security control facilities as well as an overview of
the key threats and vulnerabilities identified in the Threat and Risk Assessment.

The stadium internal spaces will demonstrate a clear distinction between public and private spaces and is developed on a
single site whilst being orientated to maximize natural surveillance. During silent hours and non-event periods, the stadium
will be monitored to the 24-hour SCR through access controls, intruder detection and CCTV.
Ground floor and accessible glazing should be to a minimum of EN 1627 and EN 356 for curtain wall façade and windows
(definition is RC 2 (resistance class 2 EN 1627), P3A (EN 356) both meeting an attack time of attack of 3 minutes to reduce the
risk of theft and vandalism.
The opportunities for crime have been minimized through careful design, with few places hidden from observation; those
that remain hidden will be treated with lighting and CCTV. Places to congregate will be limited to those where it is desired.
The approach to security will follow the principles of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) and Secured
By Design (SBD), which are:
•

Security gates and boundary treatments are included in the design. The site shall be accessible 24/7 as this will be an
important ‘heritage / WHS’ benefit. However, should the need arise as a result of a security event, the site can be made
secure.
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•
•

Integrated approach - A well-integrated and coordinated approach to design throughout the project will reduce cost and
resolve conflicting interests.
Natural Access control - Employs both real and symbolic barriers to define and limit access to building or space
Natural surveillance - Enables occupants and casual observers increased possibility to detect trespassers or undesirable
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11.12 Stadium Access: Match/Event Day
•
•
•

behaviour and allows people to observe their approach routes
Natural territorial reinforcement - Increases the concept of psychological ownership over space
Management & maintenance - Space and place are maintained and appear ‘cared for’ and that capable guardians are
seen so reducing the opportunity of crime
Legitimate activity support - If an area is difficult to protect then consideration should be given to placing a desirable
activity into the space so that criminal acts are dissuaded.

Access points into the stadium have been kept to the required minimum in line with stakeholder’s requirements, but aligned
to the desired crowd flow numbers, including emergency and evacuation events. Furthermore, the entrances and exits are in
line with the stadium design for separate staff, visitor, home and away fan bases, deliveries, cash movement, hospitality/fans
and players (home & away). The stadium entrances during operational periods will be well illuminated and during non-event
periods will be free access (working day for visitors to appointed reception areas), on lockdown capability or operated from
staff access cards or permit to work for contractors.
Internally, the layout has been designed to ensure that there is clear delineation between public (concourse, F&B and bowl
seating areas) and semi-public (event periods) and private areas ((Back of House- BoH), media, players, management,
Security Control Rooms (SCRs), cash loading, through vertical and linear separation; enhancing a sense of ownership and
responsibility. The ‘internal street ‘scene of the concourses have also been designed to provide good natural surveillance,
with clear lines of sight, supported by high levels of lighting and CCTV coverage.
Access to BoH areas will be for authorized staff, players, management, hospitality and escorted visitors only. This separation
has enabled the development of a clear security zoning concept for the main modes of operation (normal business hours,
events use and fully closed down), which will be enforced through the deployment of technical security systems via the SCRs,
and during events, will include the use of stewards.
Delivery access is via the northern vehicle entry/exit road leading to the North West corner of the stadium ground floor
storage area, which is located next to the loading dock security space.
In order to reduce ambiguity of movement and use; clear signage will direct visitors to their respective entrances (stands,
home and away entrances). There will be a clear concept of defensible space during all modes of stadium operation, albeit
achieved through different physical measures, security systems and operational processes.
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Access to the stadium on match/event days will be controlled. This control is divided into vehicles and pedestrians.
Vehicles – all deliveries will be expected and staged to arrive at the stadium during early hours on event days. The exact
timings are an operational matter for the Club, but it is recommended that there are no deliveries during the 3 hours run up
to kick-off and 3 hours post final whistle.
Other vehicles are split between Media (Outside Broadcast), authorised staff, authorised hospitality. Disabled, owner, players
coach and emergency vehicles. Access for all groups is governed by the hard road closure install (exact timings are an
operational matter and may vary for events). Once the hard road closures are in place, the only vehicles to be admitted are
Emergency, team coaches and owner, however, team coaches and owner are potentially already on site before the hard road
closures are operational.
All vehicles entering the site (less emergency vehicles, owner and team coaches) shall be validated at the northern security
vehicle access control point (VACP) and security booth.
Pedestrians - access through the BMD wall will see all fans searched via the Walk Through Metal Detectors (WTMD). Any
alarms will allow security staff to direct individuals to one side for further screening. There is a no bag policy for bags larger
than A4 in size. There will be some exceptions such as pre-authorised bags/items for disabled persons for example. All bags
larger than A4 will have been subject to a search prior to being taken to and placed in the designated bag drop locations on
the Plaza.
Access through the stadium secure line will be via full height turnstiles using the bar code or QR scan on the purchased
tickets. Stewards will be in the vicinity with hand held scanners should there be any issues. Disabled persons will pass
through the secure line via the relevant lobby and stewards will scan the ticket via mobile scanners. Additional stewards will
be in the vicinity to prevent tailgating.
Away fans will enter the stadium through the away fans entrance located in the north east quadrant. All entrances shall be
signposted for GA, hospitality, disabled, away fans and family groups.
Regarding Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing (MEP) systems, access to and egress from the site on an event day shall ensure
the MEP systems are operating to Event Day protocols, whereby the access/egress routes are provided with enhanced
lighting levels and good uniformity under both normal and emergency conditions. The fire detection and alarm installation
for the stadium will utilise the building PA/VA systems so that the visiting public can be kept informed and/or instructed as
necessary. CCTV systems should be in full operation and providing live feeds and detailed information for police and security
teams – whereby safety for the public is of paramount importance. All life safety systems will be electrically backed up via
robust and resilient low voltage network that will provide a minimum of three hours autonomy via Battery/Uninterrupted
Power Supply (UPS) to support critical systems to ensure safe access and egress.
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11.12.1 Security Staff
Security staff are permanent members of staff and will access the stadium as
per all other staff.
Nominated security staff will be present on site during shifts 24/7 to carry out
their duties in the day-to-day SCR, carry out security guard tours and respond
to alarms.
During event periods, the security of the stadium is bolstered by a number of
other personnel in the event SCR from the club security team and blue light
services.
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11.12.2 Stadium Operatives
Stadium operations are a matter for the Club, however, a number of policies
and procedures are in place and practised for Goodison Park. These operational
matters shall be updated for BMD based on the efficient current practices. Desk
top exercises are currently being deployed by the operational, security, Facilities
management and Club management staff.
Catering staff will enter the site prior to events (not just considered as football)
via the staff vestibule previously noted. They will access the commissary and
catering areas for their respective duties. Their access cards will only permit
access to areas that they are required to visit to carry out their catering duties.
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11.12.3 Event Staff
Event staff will be a mixture of permeant and temporary staff. During non-event
periods, only permanent staff will be on site and will arrive via car, or foot, having
been dropped off by private car or public transport on Regent Road. Authorised
staff vehicles will still pass though the vehicle validation at the northern vehicle
access control point (VACP) and park in the authorised bays in the carpark
located adjacent to the West Stand. Staff will access the stadium building via the
staff access on the North West quadrant using their authorised staff pass and
through the doors and 1/2 height turnstiles and staff accreditation point. Once
through the access portal, staff will be able to access FoH and BoH areas that
their pass allows.
Temporary staff will arrive in advance of events and on foot or public transport.
It is not considered that any temporary staff will park their vehicles on site.
Temporary staff (stewards) will enter the stadium building from the steward’s
access vestibule located in the South West quadrant and via their access and ID
cards. Temporary staff will be able to access areas only as authorised on their
access cards. All staff will wear their card as ID at all times.
Portable Walk Through Metal Detectors (WTMD) will be provided at the entrance
to the site through the Regent Road Dock wall. As a scalable security measure,
bags may be subject to physical rummage search prior to bag drop and smaller
bag entry into the stadium. Secure bag drop locations are provided in the Plaza.
No bags larger than A4 in size will be permitted into the stadium. Access through
the turnstiles will be via ticket bar code or QR scan.
Individual lockers will be located for staff in their respective BoH areas, which
shall be secured and controlled.
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